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‘C Factory’ 

please write to

Financial Ombudsman Service
South Quay Plaza

Sent by email only: request-181320-

183 Marsh Wall
London

xxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx

E14 9SR

dx

141280 Isle of Dogs 3

website

www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk

11 November 2013

Dear ‘C Factory’

your request for information

I am writing in response to your email of 17 October 2013. In your email, you 
requested the following information:

‘Please disclose the Independent assessors review and opinion sent to the FOS 
dated 10/07/2013.’

We have carefully considered your request and I am writing to tell you that we will not 
be providing you with the information you have requested because we consider the 
request to be vexatious. Section 14(1) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 
addresses vexatious requests and states:

“14.—(1) Section 1(1) does not oblige a public authority to comply with a request for 
information if the request is vexatious.”

I appreciate that this was not the response you would have hoped for, but I have set 
out our reasons below so you can see how we arrived at our decision.

1. would complying with the requests be likely to cause disproportionate 

or unjustified level of disruption, irritation or distress?

You have asked for information about the actions of the Independent Assessor. 
Whilst this request is not in itself patently vexatious, we are concerned that we are 
seeing a number of linked information requests from a group of individuals who 
appear to be acting in concert. 

We have reached this conclusion because we have noted similar domain names and 
websites are often being used and we are being asked for inter-related information. 
We have also seen very similar language being used and a pattern of these 
requestors contacting various individuals across the organisation. Often the requests 
for information refer to a previous request made by a different individual or make 
reference to other consumer’s cases. We also have reason to suspect that 
pseudonyms have been used to impede our ability to identify the requestor. This type 
of behaviour makes it difficult for us to manage requests and appears to be designed 
to cause unwarranted irritation and disruption, as well as placing a considerable 
burden on our resources.

We have also considered the purpose and value of your request. The content of your 
request suggests to us that you are connected in some way to the individual or 



[bookmark: 2]individuals who have complained to the independent assessor, or you are trying to 
obtain information about them. In light of this, it is difficult to see what serious 
purpose or value there is behind publically releasing the information you have asked 
for.

Taking this into account, handling this request would cause unjustified disruption and 
irritation to the ombudsman.

2. does the purpose and value of the requests justify the impact on the 

public authority

The ombudsman was set up by parliament to resolve disputes between consumers 
and financial businesses. Our aim is to do this fairly and reasonably, quickly and 
informally. We have limited resources and we need to think carefully about where 
these are best deployed. Whilst this request is not in itself patently vexatious, we are 
concerned that we are seeing a number of linked information requests from a group 
of individuals who appear to be acting in concert. 

Taking into account the subject and purpose of your request, it is not unreasonable to 
conclude that this request appears to be part of a continuation of behaviour which is 
intended to cause unjustified disruption and irritation to the ombudsman. Because of 
this we do not consider that the public interest lies in diverting considerable 
resources away from our statutory functions in order to disclose the information you 
have requested, nor do we believe that this level of disruption and irritation would be 
justified or warranted by the limited purpose and value of your request.

I hope that my response addresses your request; however, if you do not consider 
that we have fully complied with the Freedom of Information Act, there is further 
information overleaf.      

Yours sincerely

Catherine Shannon Brisby
Information Rights Officer

direct line 0207 964 0646

email xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx

if you are not satisfied with our response



[bookmark: 3]If you are not satisfied with our response, please contact us within two months of the 
date of this letter – explaining why you are not happy – and asking us to carry out a 
review. You can contact our information rights officers by email at 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx or by writing to this address: 

Information Rights Officer
Policy 
Financial Ombudsman Service
183 Marsh Wall 
London E14 9SR

If you remain unhappy after we have carried out our review, you can contact the 
Information Commissioner’s Office within six months:

First Contact Team
Information Commissioner's Office
Wycliffe House
Water Lane
Wilmslow
SK9 5AF

phone: 0303 123 1113 
email: xxxxxxxx@xxx.xxx.xx
website: www.ico.org.uk/complaints




    

  

  
